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Want big arms? Need to bulk up or trim down? Want to combine lifting and running? It's all

here in the complete anthology of John McCallum's classic series, 'Keys to Progress,' from

Strength and Health magazine in the 1960s. Informative, entertaining, and invaluable--and

packed with routines for training from head to toes.

"Walking with the Word: Viewing Chronic Health Issues Through the Lens of Scripture will give

readers the strength to face the challenges that they are going through. Aaron Montgomery

gives readers a message of hope and optimism even when one feels like giving up. The text in

the book is warm, welcoming, and pleasant. I like that the author never hides his vulnerability.

The author feels very authentic and connects with his audience and does not try to conceal

any truth. Reading this book is therapeutic and will have you change your perspective on many

things in life.Any reader who enjoys good inspiring stories will appreciate how Walking with the

Word starts. In the introduction, the author directly speaks to readers that either have received

news about their health or the health of their loved ones. This part of the book is important for

many as it feels like a one-on-one session with the reader. I enjoyed reading the introduction

because the author gives a sneak peek of Walking with the Word while mentally preparing the

reader for the content in the book. Chapter one of the book is titled 'Trust God and His Word'.

This was one of my favorite chapters because of the assurance one gets while reading. Aaron

Montgomery talks about the love of God and how faithful the lord has been to him. This chapter

is refreshing to read and encouraging for any Christian who had started to lose faith. The

author adds bible scriptures after every few pages to explain the content into perspective. I love

this style of writing because the bible verses are a good reference point for those that want to

read more.Each chapter in the book has something different that the reader can learn about.

Aaron Montgomery writes about being diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis, Fibromyalgia,

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Chronic Pain Syndrome among other conditions. His journey is

interesting as the reader takes us through the details of living with the mentioned conditions,

relating with family and friends and how one can survive chronic ailments. The author tells it all.

He is candid and has the ability to help the reader understand even the most complex of terms.

One of the major lessons learned in this book is that it is important to have a strong support

system when going through health issues. The support system could be one's spouse, their

children, colleagues at work, parents, and even friends and neighbors. Brandy, Aaron's wife is

an inspiration among many. I like how Aaron talked about his wife. One could feel the love

through his words.Walking with the Word is a motivational book that inspires faith in readers.

Anyone looking for an easy to read book that will help them grow spiritually will find a wealth of

knowledge and encouragement in this book!" - Literary Titan --This text refers to the paperback

edition.From the Inside Flap"Chronic pain provides me endless opportunities to remember the

sufferings of Christ. When I'm scare of my future, I'm reminded of Christ's tears of blood as He

considered the price He would pay for my sin. When pain radiates down my back, I'm

reminded of how Roman soldiers flayed open Christ's back on my behalf. When I'm

experiencing pain encircling my head, I'm reminded of the ridicule and pain Christ endured

when a crown of thorns was placed on His head. When my legs feel weak, I'm reminded of

how Christ's legs felt carrying the cross for me. When I feel alone in my struggles, I'm

reminded of how Christ endured separation from His loving Father to pay for my sin. My



suffering reminds me of my need for my Savior. And these constant reminders help my love

grow for the One who saved me. - from Walking with the Word --This text refers to the

paperback edition.From the Back Cover"Being diagnosed with a chronic illness or receiving the

news that your loved one will be facing health issues for the rest of his or her life can be

heartbreaking and overwhelming. Aaron Montgomery experienced this firsthand when he was

diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis, Fibromyalgia, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Chronic Pain

Syndrome, Chronic Migraine, and Daily Persistent Headache in 2012. This began a journey for

Aaron and his wife, Brandy, that changed nearly every aspect of their lives. Walking with the

Word chronicles how God, through His Word, met them in the midst of their pain to provide

love, comfort, strength, courage, a purpose for living, and hope for their future. The truths

revealed in the Word changed Aaron and Brandy's lives, and Walking with the Word shares

these truths to touch the hearts, minds, and spirits of those who are impacted by chronic health

conditions.""I have watched Aaron learn how to cling to Jesus and his Word through

debilitating physical afflictions and draw strength from the Lord to minister to others and make

disciples out of his personal suffering. This book is born out of a journey that is authentic,

sometimes broken, yet ever hope filled in the gospel. The perspective offered by Aaron on

these pages offer true healing for the soul and spirit of those battling chronic illness." - Scott

Long, Discipleship Pastor, Highview Baptist Church, Louisville, KY --This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorAaron Montgomery is a licensed professional clinical

counselor with over 20 years experience helping the suffering and wounded. Through his own

personal experience of being diagnosed with multiple chronic health conditions, Aaron shares

both his professional and personal insights, assistance, and guidance through his writing. He

lives with his wife, Brandy, in Fisherville, Kentucky, and has a private practice in Louisville,

Kentucky.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Breathing SquatIndexForewordJohn McCallum, both literally and figuratively, shaped an entire

generation of would-be musclemen with his unparalleled ability to simultaneously entertain and

inform: His original “Keys to Progress” articles have become classics and in addition to

inspiring many of today’s top muscle writers, many feel that these articles established the

highest standard in the field. We have presented these articles as they first appeared in

Strength & Health, where they ran from the June 1965 issue through the November 1972

issue. The appendix contains the eight articles, also from Strength & Health, that preceded the

formal beginning of the “Keys To Progress” series—including such mega-classics as John’s

articles on measurements and on the breathing squat.When you read John McCallum’s

articles, you will learn more than how to get big and strong—from head to toe—or even how to

improve your health in the process. John’s articles will make you laugh and will also give you a

sense of social history and personal values. And while you might not even have been born

when JFK was assassinated or when The Beatles appeared on “The Ed Sullivan Show” or

when there was a war in Vietnam, you will probably still get a sense of personal involvement as

John’s articles touch on the major cultural tides of the 1960s and 1970s. Also touching you

very personally, John’s articles will open your eyes to the importance of being more than just

pounds and inches—no matter how dear these things are to you—and without preaching, will

underline the importance of becoming a well-rounded person.Say what you want about this

fine point or that, John McCallum’s articles remain a road map par excellence for anyone

seeking more size and strength. In fact, if anyone tells you that things have changed 180

degrees since John’s articles first appeared, to use a McCallumism, they are probably after

your money.So whether this is your second time around, or your first introduction, sit back and

learn, laugh and benefit from the all-time grandmaster, John McCallum.Randall J. Strossen,

Ph.D.IronMind Enterprises, Inc.Nevada City, CaliforniaThe Time FactorThere’s a young man

down the street from me who trains with weights. He’s been at it for about three years now but

you’d never know to look at him. He’s got no build at all. My grandmother’s been dead for

twelve years and she probably still looks better than he does.He came over to my house to talk

one night. He brought an arm-load of magazines with him.I told him to sit down. He dumped

the magazines on the coffee table. He’s a thin jittery type. He sits on a sofa like his back

pockets were full of broken glass.I asked him how he was doing with his training.“Not too

good,” he said. “I can’t seem to gain weight.”I asked him what program he was doing.He rattled

off a jumble of exercises like a tobacco auctioneer milking the crowd. I never even heard of half

of them.“Gee,” I said. “That’s an awful lot of work. How long does it take?”“About three

hours.”“How often?”“Six days a week.”“Man, oh man,” I said. “No wonder you’re not gaining

weight. Why don’t you go longshoring? You’d work about half that hard and they’d pay you for

it.”He looked a bit hurt. “I wouldn’t gain weight longshoring.”“You’re not gaining a heck of a lot

training either.”“No,” he said. “I’m a bit thin.”I took a good look at him. You could open milk tins

on his knee caps. “Yeah,” I said. “You are a bit.”He squirmed around like he’d been kicked and I

began to feel sorry for him.“Look,” I said. “Where’d you get the idea you had to train that

hard?”He picked up one of the magazines. “Here.”I took the magazine and started thumbing

through it. It wasn’t from York. I turned page after page and they all looked the same and finally

I said, “What in heck is this? A catalogue?”“No, no,” he said. “Keep going.”I kept going and



about half-way through the book I came to a story about a guy who was double bumping his

pecs or something. I recognized his picture. He built up at Yarick’s and he looked better then

than he does now.I passed another half dozen pages of advertising and came to a story about

a guy who said the wonder system produced his “thrilling legs.”I closed it up at this point. I’ve

seen lots of good legs but the only ones that ever thrilled me were on girls.I handed the book

back. “Not bad,” I said. “Slip it under your coat when you’re leaving, will you? The postal

authorities may be casing the place.”He looked a little puzzled. “Don’t you read them?”“No,” I

said. “I read ‘Peanuts.’ It’s not quite as funny but it makes more sense.”“Well, I dunno,” he said.

“There’s lots of stuff in there about gaining weight.”“Do you follow it?”“Sure.”“Did you gain any

weight?”“Well, no,” he said. “But I’m gonna stick with it. I got lots of starch in my spine.”“You got

lots of rocks in your head. You could put muscles on a lamp post in three years.”“You think

there’s a better way to gain weight?”“Certainly.”“How?”So I told him:I said, “Gaining weight isn’t

complicated. It’s the easiest thing in the world. But there’s certain principles to follow and you’re

not following any of them.One of the most important items is the amount of time you spend

working out.You don’t need to spend very long at it. If you’re trying to gain weight you’re way

better off doing too little than too much. Three hour workouts are fine for an advanced man with

nothing else to do but they’re suicide for a guy building up.Let’s be reasonable about it.

Anybody who works for a living and spends three hours a day working out is making a social

outcast of himself. Keep that up and the next sound you hear will be your old lady cackling as

she runs off with the milk man.You can gain all the weight you want and still lead a normal

life.The heaviest muscled man I ever met is Maurice Jones of Vancouver, B.C. You wouldn’t

believe anyone could have that much muscle and every ounce of it was built with weights. I

asked Maury once how often he figured a man should work out.He said, “Three times a

week.”“How long for each workout?”“About an hour.”I watched Reg Park work out once. I timed

him. His workout took an hour and four minutes.Gaining weight is a building process. Don’t tear

it all back down again.You only have so much energy. If you exceed it you won’t build up. You

might even lose weight.I was down in Chula Vista last summer. I dropped in to see Earl Clark.

He’s a real friendly guy and built like nothing on earth. We spent a lot of time talking and I

asked him how much time he spent working out.He said, “From an hour to an hour and a

half.”“How often?”“Three times a week.”I said, “Do you think that’s enough?”“Sure,” he said.

“Plenty. Most of the guys spend too long at it. They do way too much. They’d look better if they

did less.”If you can’t gain weight you’re doing something wrong. You’re probably over-

working.The late Harry Paschall published a weight gaining program once. I tried it. The

workout took forty minutes and I gained eleven pounds in a month.Peary Rader said he could

never see any difference in the development of advanced men who took about an hour for a

workout and those who spent half the day at it.The extra time is largely wasted. If you’re trying

to gain it can even be detrimental.Weight training is concentrated. You reach the point of

diminishing returns very quickly.If you want to gain weight quickly and easily—good solid

muscular weight—then cut down on your long workouts. Never, never, never spend more than

an hour and a half at a workout.A good basic weight gaining program for beginners and

intermediates would be the following:#1 Press behind neck: 2 sets of 12 reps#2 Bent-rowing

exercise: 3 sets of 15 reps#3 Bench press: 3 sets of 12 reps#4 Curls: 1 set of 10 reps#5

Squats: 2 sets of 15 reps#6 Pullovers: 2 sets of 20 reps#7 Stiff-legged dead lift: 1 set of 15

reps#8 Leg raises: 1 set of 25 repsYou can get through this in an hour or less. That’s plenty. If

you can’t gain, work on this for a month or two and watch what happens. You’ll gain weight. I

guarantee it.Do the exercises like this:#1 The best single exercise for the shoulder girdle. Take

a wider than shoulder width grip and drive the bar up hard. Don’t pause at the bottom when



you lower it. Get a rebound and drive it back up hard and fast. Don’t handle it like a crate of

eggs. Be rough.#2 The best all-round back exercise. Round your back when the bar is in the

low position. Pull up to your lower abdomen and arch your back. Try to contract your spinal

erectors.#3 For chest and arms. Use a normal press width grip. Don’t pause at the bottom.

Arch your back a very little bit and fire it back up again. This will thicken your arms and

shoulders and put slabs of meat on your chest. Work up into heavy weights.#4 Not too

important for gaining weight. Use a fairly close grip and do them in strict style.#5 The

granddaddy of them all. Squats are the best single exercise for gaining weight. Do them in

breathing style. Three monstrous breaths between each rep. Don’t pause at the bottom. Go

down to slightly below parallel position and bounce back up as hard and smooth as you can.

Push hard. Fight. Drive. You should work up to about 150% of your body weight for 15 reps.#6

Alternate pullovers with the squats. Use a light weight and stretch your rib-box.#7 The best

lower back exercise. This works everything from your heels to the back of your head. Work up

to at least 10 pounds more than your squatting poundage. Use a reverse grip. This exercise will

increase your power and bulk beyond belief. Work hard at it.#8 This will keep your gut down

while you’re gaining. There’s no point in getting fat.Breathe as deeply as possible between reps

in all the exercises.There aren’t many exercises in the program. Work hard on every one.Work

out three times a week. No more! Don’t touch the weights at all on your in-between days. When

you finish your workout have a shower and forget about it till your next training day.Get plenty

of sleep and rest and eat lots of good food.You’ll gain weight.Concentration—Part IYou’d be

surprised at how much better you could do if you put your mind to it. You could accomplish

wonders.I took the wife to a hypnotist’s show once. The posters outside showed the hypnotist

as a tall, handsome man in a cape with lightning shooting out of his eyes. We got there early

and I went backstage to talk to him.He turned out to be about five feet nothing with a nose like

he was eating a banana. His dressing room was dirty and so was he and they both reeked of

gin and mothballs. I asked him about self-hypnosis as a strength factor.He looked me up and

down like I’d come out of the woodwork. “Do you think,” he said, “that I discuss my powers with

every fool who wanders in here?”“I dunno,” I said. “Do you?”He reared back and opened his

eyes wide. We waited for the lightning to shoot out. “You have a colossal nerve, young man,” he

shouted. “Get out before I call the police.”I went back out front and found the wife. She leaned

over and whispered, “What’s he like?”“Nice,” I said. “Real nice. Reminds me a lot of your

mother.”Later he came on stage and worked with volunteers from the audience. One of his

subjects was a little old lady. She looked like she couldn’t have peeled a ripe banana but he put

her under hypnosis and whipped her with his voice and then stretched her out rigid between

two chairs and a 200 pound man sat on her stomach while she held him easily.Hypnotism,

basically, is concentration to the nth degree. The subject concentrates on what he or she is told

to the exclusion of everything else. You’d gain twice as fast if you put that kind of concentration

into your training.You can learn how to do it.I used to work out with a lifter who was having

troubles with his cleans. He was doing everything right but he just wasn’t making progress. I

showed him how to focus his concentration and his clean came up eighty pounds in two and a

half months.I watched him work out one day. He went through the concentration routine and

then gripped the bar. He was doing high pulls in sets of five.He started the pulls and the palm

of his right hand split on the second rep. Blood was squeezing out between his fingers on the

fourth rep and dripping on the platform when he finished.I went over and put a towel against

his hand, “Gee, Harry,” I said. “Why didn’t you quit?”He looked surprised. He blinked at his

hand and said, “I never knew I hurt myself.” There was a little blood on the platform. He dabbed

at it with the toe of his shoe. “Sorry about that, Johnny,” he said. “It doesn’t matter, does



it?”“No,” I said. “It doesn’t matter. But three of the guys just gagged and went home and they

may not come back and that matters. You better forget the cleans and start thinking about girls

again.”You may not want to concentrate to the point where you hurt yourself, but most of you

could stand to concentrate a lot more than you do.Some of you don’t concentrate at all. I’ve

seen bodybuilders exercising with their minds fixed firmly on last night’s date. I’ve seen them

start a conversation in the middle of a set. I even saw a bodybuilder doing curls once and

singing ‘Love is a Many Splendored Thing’ at the same time. He finished the tenth rep and the

chorus at about the same time and grinned at me.“Lovely,” I said. “Absolutely breath-taking. You

know, you got a lousy voice.”“Thanks,” he said. “Most people don’t like it.”“You oughta use a

baton instead of the weight, though.”“Why? You figure it’ll help?”“Why sure,” I said. “You’ll keep

better time and it’ll do you almost as much good.”You’ve got to think about what you’re doing. If

you’re not going to concentrate on your training you may as well forget it. Weight training

requires the ultimate in concentration for eventual success. If you’re going to lift weights, then

make up your mind right now that you’re going to think about them while you’re lifting them.If

you’ve been following these articles, you should be working right now to build up your squatting

poundage. Keep working on your squats but start to give some thought to extreme

concentration in your training. You’ve got to learn to concentrate on what you’re doing to the

exclusion of every other thing. You’ve got to learn to concentrate on the exercise you’re doing

to the point where you don’t see or hear anything else. You’ve got to learn to concentrate so

powerfully that you’re in a state resembling auto-hypnosis. You’ll progress by leaps and bounds

once you learn this trick.Unless you’ve been blessed with phenomenal powers of concentration

at birth, there’s only one way to develop this ability. That’s by learning, developing and using

the trick of auto-suggestion. With properly applied auto-suggestion you can develop your

powers of concentration unbelievably. And with properly applied concentration you can develop

your body unbelievably.Every good bodybuilder or lifter uses auto-suggestion in one form or

another. Some of them don’t even know they’re doing it.Watch a top lifter preparing himself for

a lift. He’ll stand above the bar. He’ll either look at the bar or he’ll have his eyes closed. He’ll

stand there so quietly and for so long you’d think he’d forgotten what he came for. He’s

concentrating. He’s concentrating to the limit. He’s picturing the lift. He’s telling himself he can

make the lift. He’s telling himself he’s going to explode every ounce of power he’s got. He’s

picturing the lift being completed successfully. He’s suggesting success to himself. He’s using

auto-suggestion.If you’ve been reading Strength and Health for a few years now, you’ve

probably heard of York’s famous “Dream Bench.” Harry Paschall used to write about it once in a

while. He told of York lifters sitting on the bench while they pictured lifts they were going to

make some day. Most of them eventually made the lifts they dreamed of. That’s a form of auto-

suggestion.Here’s a little parlor stunt you can try to demonstrate the power of suggestion.Get a

set of bathroom scales. Get a volunteer to squeeze them. You may have trouble getting a

volunteer. Here’s where your weight training comes in handy. Tell them you’ll squeeze their

head if they don’t. Use someone that’s never trained if you can. A woman is best. Use your wife

if you’re married or your girl friend if you’re happy.Get her to sit down and hold the scales on

her lap. Then have her squeeze them and note how far the pointer goes around the dial. Have

her tilt the scales back so she can’t just lean on them.Now—have her sit in the same position

with her eyes closed. Tell her to relax for a moment while you talk to her. Tell her she is to

squeeze the scales when you say the word—“Squeeze.”Now, tell her not to mentally dispute

what you’re going to say to her. Tell her she must firmly believe every word you say. She’s got

to cooperate. She’s got to be serious.Start talking to her in a low voice. Spend about sixty

seconds telling her that she has the strength of a vise in her hands. Keep repeating the



suggestion to her that she has a grip of steel. Drive home this fact. Make her believe it. Tell her

she’s going to squeeze the scales so hard the pointer will go clean around the dial. Tell her that

when she squeezes the scales she’s going to crush them to pulp. Tell her that every ounce of

strength she’s got is concentrated in her hands. Tell her she’s going to produce power in her

hands she’s never known before.Keep talking like this, gradually letting your voice become loud

and commanding. Work the suggestions to a peak, and then shout—“SQUEEZE!”Watch the

pointer. It’ll go twice as far as it did before.Imagine the difference it would make in your training

if you were putting that kind of exertion and concentration in every rep of every exercise you

did.You’re going to learn how to do that.Next month I’ll show you the trick of auto-suggestion.

You’ll learn how to apply it to your training. You’ll learn how to focus your concentration and

strength on whatever goals you have in mind. You’ll learn how to use your mind to develop your

body. You’ll learn how to make progress.Concentration—Part IIIf you followed last month’s

article, you’re ready now to learn how to focus all your concentration when you’re training. The

trick will improve your progress 100%. You’re going to do it in two steps. By learning first the

technique of fractional relaxation, and then the technique of auto-suggestion. The combined

process is very similar to self-hypnosis.Don’t be frightened by the term “self-hypnosis.” It’s not

as sinister as it sounds. Actually, it’s a powerful instrument for self improvement and used by

many, many people. Basically, it involves little more than the deliberate planting of positive

suggestions within the subconscious mind while under complete and absolute relaxation. All

you’re going to do is learn to achieve this relaxed state at will and use it once you’ve achieved

it.It’s too bad the whole process isn’t better understood by the general public. Most people are

scared silly by their own misconceptions.I used to belong to a study group at the University. We

worked with hypnosis. We had a visitor once. A big fat woman trying to lose weight. She looked

like a Sumo wrestler. I tried to teach her the technique of auto-suggestion.She plunked 240

pounds of lard into a chair and I started the relaxation process. She was fighting me. You could

tell right away and I asked her what the trouble was.She said, “I’m frightened.”“Frightened?” I

said “Why?”“You’re trying to hypnotize me, aren’t you?”“Sort of,” I said. “But there’s nothing to

worry about. What are you afraid of?”“You,” she said.“Me? Why?”“You might take advantage of

me.”“Take advantage of you?” I said. “How do you mean?”She dimpled up. “You know.”I

stepped back in horror and took a good look to see if she was kidding. She had a face like ten

miles of bad road. I said, “Madam, there are fourteen people in this room. Believe me, I’ll resist

your charm though it crush my trembling heart.”Fractional relaxation is the best method of

increasing suggestibility in your subconscious mind. Auto-suggestion is the technique of

implanting constructive and deliberate thought processes in your subconscious mind.Let’s

simplify it a bit.The process, as I said, resembles self-hypnosis. Let’s take a quick look at

hypnosis proper by way of explanation.The normal hypnotic process involves two people. The

hypnotist—usually called the operator; and the person being hypnotized—usually called the

subject.The operator’s job, stripped of all its mumbo-jumbo, is simply to guide the subject along

the proper channels and keep his or her attention focused on what they’re doing. Depending on

the subject’s concentration, the hypnotic state can be light with nothing more than complete

relaxation and increased suggestibility, or it can progress right through to the deep trance, or

somnambulistic, state. At any level of hypnosis, great improvement can be effected in the

subject. Bad habits can be eliminated. Memory improved. Confidence developed. The list is

almost endless. Under a competent operator, there can be a complete revamping of the

subject’s personality.Contrary to popular opinion, hypnosis depends entirely on the person

being hypnotized. No one can hypnotize an unwilling subject.I was an unwilling subject the first

time I tried it. I was jittery and I spoke to the operator.“Listen,” I said. “Before we go any further



—what’s that pin for you’re holding in your hand?”“Nothing,” he said. “Nothing at all.”“Nothing,

my eye! You’re figuring jabbing it into me, aren’t you?”“It won’t hurt,” he said. “I’ll push it into

your hand and you won’t feel a thing.”“I better not,” I said. “Cause if I do I’m gonna push your

head right through the wall.”You don’t have to worry about anybody jabbing pins into you

because you won’t be using hypnosis proper. You’ll be using fractional relaxation. You’ll have to

learn it. Some people learn the trick almost immediately. Others take longer. Anyone can learn

it in a month if they’re capable of learning it at all.What you’re trying to achieve is absolute

relaxation. Not relaxation as you normally know it, but the complete letting go of every particle

of tension in your mind and body. If you’ve ever taken sodium-pentothal you’ll know the feeling

I’m talking about.You’ll have a whole month in which to learn this. Next month I’ll show you how

to incorporate auto-suggestion into the relaxed state.The best time to practice fractional

relaxation is when you’re lying in bed just before going to sleep. Practice every night. If you can

find time to lie down and rest for a few minutes throughout the day you can work in another

practice session.You’re going to get a big bonus in the form of added rest if you learn this. You’ll

find that fifteen minutes in the completely relaxed state is like two hours sleep. There’ll be a big

surge in your energy level.Do it like this:Lay on your back and get as comfortable as possible.

Stretch your arms and legs a couple of times and then let them relax.Open your eyes and fix

them on a spot on the ceiling. If the room is too dark then just imagine a spot. Keep your eyes

on the spot and start suggesting to yourself that your eyes are becoming heavy and tired.

Repeat over and over that your eyelids are like lead weights and soon they’ll close. Don’t talk

out loud. Just imagine the words.I told my wife about this once. She was having trouble getting

to sleep and I figured it would help her relax. I forgot to tell her to do the suggesting in her

head. I was just getting to sleep myself when she started talking.“What the heck are you

doing?” I said. “Have you flipped your lid?”“Certainly not,” she said. “I’m relaxing.”“You’re

supposed to do the talking in your head.”“Am I? You didn’t tell me that.”“I didn’t tell you to lie

there and babble all night, either.”“Was I keeping you awake?”“Awake?” I said. “Heavens, no.

But there’s a burglar in the basement and he’s complaining about the noise.”“Well, I tell you

what, Fats,” she said. “Get him to hang around till you start snoring and he’ll really have

something to complain about.”Do the talking in your head. Keep repeating the suggestion that

your eyes are heavy and tired. Make the suggestions monotonous. Keep repeating them. Over

and over. Over and over.After a minute or so you’ll find your eyelids getting tired. Let your eyes

close. Just lie there as limply as possible with your eyes closed and your body relaxed.Now

start relaxing your whole body. Start with your feet and ankles. Concentrate on dissolving every

bit of tension. Suggest to yourself that your feet and ankles are limp. Relaxed. Explore their

muscles. Relax them. Search out tense parts. Relax them.Work up through your ankles into

your calves. Relax them. Make them limp. Heavy. Soft as an old dish rag.Next your knees. Then

your thighs. Relax them. More relaxed than they’ve ever been before. Keep suggesting

relaxation. Loosen your thighs. Make them heavy. Soft.Work through your whole body this way.

Take one section at a time. Don’t let your mind wander. Keep suggesting relaxation. Work right

through from the tips of your toes to the top of your head.The whole process will take you

about ten minutes.Now lay there with your eyes still closed and as relaxed as possible and

start counting to yourself. Count slowly and deliberately and suggest relaxation between each

number. Something like this—“ONE. Very relaxed now. Very tired and relaxed. Dropping down

into a deep relaxing sleep. TWO. Very tired. Very heavy. Very tired. Very heavy. Completely

relaxed now and dropping down into deep sleep. THREE. Drowsy now. Tired and drowsy.

Heavy and tired and drowsy. Limp and relaxed and dropping down to deep, deep sleep.”And so

on. Don’t try to memorize any definite patter. Just talk to yourself along that vein.Count up to



twenty-five. If you’re successful, you’ll be in the completely relaxed state and receptive to auto-

suggestion.You probably won’t achieve the relaxed state the first time you try it. Very few

people do. Keep at it and you’ll get it before the month is up.You’ll know the relaxed state when

you get it. Your body will be so completely relaxed you won’t even feel it. The sensation is like

having your mind alert and your body so limp it feels drugged. When you get this sensation,

just lie there and you’ll drift into a natural sleep. You’ll have the best and most refreshing sleep

of your life.Next month I’ll show you how to incorporate auto-suggestion into the relaxed state

and how to achieve the relaxed state at will. You’ll learn how to use auto-suggestion. You’ll

learn how to use it to boost your strength and development. You’ll learn how to use it to

broaden and improve your day to day living.This series is going to take you step by step to the

best and most advanced methods of training. You’ll end up the finished product. But you’ve got

to want it and you’ve got to concentrate on it. Don’t let anybody kid you that muscle comes

easy. It doesn’t. You’ve got to have a strong mental drive to get what you’re after—muscles or

anything else. If you expect a build like Grimek then you’ve got to want it and you’ve got to want

it bad. You’ve got to want it so bad you can taste it.There aren’t any magic potions and there

isn’t any wonder system. You’ll reach your goals one way and one way only. That’s by

intelligent, planned physical effort backed by an intense and consuming desire.Practice

fractional relaxation. Next month I’ll show you how to build the positive mental drive you’ve got

to have to accomplish anything in this world.Concentration—Part IIII remember the first time I

squatted with 500 pounds. It was kind of a goal with me but I’d been stuck at three reps with

430 for months.I’d just learned fractional relaxation and auto-suggestion. It was the first time I

put them to work.I went to the gym that night and squatted with my usual 430 × 3. Then I

walked over and sat on a bench and did the concentration thing I’m going to show you. Then I

went back to the rack and did singles with 450, 470, 490, and then three full consecutive reps

with 500.Everybody thought it was good except me. I thought it was terrific. I never even

stopped for a shower. I boiled home, bounced through the door, threw both arms overhead,

and flexed dramatically in front of the wife.“I did it!” I shouted. “I did it!” I was a little out of

breath.She was reading. She didn’t look up but she smiled politely. “Did you, dear?” she said.

“That’s nice.”“Yes, indeedy.” I lowered one arm and shifted gracefully into a three-quarter back

pose. “Fabulous,” I admitted to myself.She stifled a yawn.I turned around again. I never liked

back poses too much on account of I can’t see myself in the mirror.“Well,” I said. “There I was.

I’d just done the 430, see? Everybody thought I’d had it. But not me.” I dropped my voice to a

tense whisper. “I went over to the…”“Bring me a tiny glass of water on your way back, will you

dear?” she said.“Back? I ain’t goin’ nowhere. Listen, I don’t think you…”My daughter came into

the room and said goodnight. I picked her up and put her on my knee. She had her pajamas

on. She was a real cute little girl even then, with big dark eyes and thick hair and already

starting to act like her mother.“Honey,” I said. “Take your hand out of Daddy’s pocket and pay

attention. I want to tell you what I did tonight.”She reached up and pinched my nose.“Now,” I

said. “Get the picture.” I was getting kind of choked up with emotion. “There’s this gym, see?

An’ it’s full of weights. Tons of weights layin’ around all over the place. And…”“And you lifted

them all. How nice.” She slid off my knee. “Goodnight, Mummy.”You’d probably like to impress

your family, too. I’ll tell you how to do it.Last month we discussed fractional relaxation. If you’ve

been practicing faithfully you should be getting good at it. If you’re not, keep practicing.You’ll

remember that you’re most receptive to suggestion while you’re in the completely relaxed state.

Now let’s talk about auto-suggestion.Basically, auto-suggestion is instructional data we give

ourselves. We all do it. Usually we aren’t aware of it. But if the suggestions are repetitious or

pack enough emotional stimulus, then they penetrate to the sub-conscious level and govern



our way of life.There are two basic types of auto-suggestion—positive and negative. Broadly

speaking, positive suggestion is good for you and negative suggestion is bad.You’re probably

already skilled at negative suggestion. Most of us are. It seems to be a byproduct of the stress

of modern-day living. We load negative suggestions into our sub-conscious minds 24 hours a

day and don’t even know we’re doing it. We gather up all our fears and our doubts and our

worries and we drill them into our subconscious minds until failure becomes a conditioned

reflex with us. That’s why we approach our goals timidly with our subconscious pouring out a

restricting stream of “I can’t,” or “I’m afraid.”We fail because deep down in our sub-conscious

minds we want to fail. We’ve talked ourselves into it.We’re fear conditioned. We’re afraid. We’re

afraid of failing. And strange as it seems we’re even afraid of succeeding. We’re afraid of

success because we fear the attention and the responsibilities that go with success.Fear

oriented negative suggestion produces another solid reason for our failures. That’s our mass

juvenile acceptance of the hero figure. We idolize images. We do it because it gives us a

crutch. A leader. Someone to follow. And despite all our yakking about forging to the front we’d

rather follow because most of us are just too chicken-hearted to be in front.The unsuccessful

bodybuilder is a good example. Suppose he’s trying to work up to 500 pounds as an exercise

weight in the squat (and if you want anything really spectacular, this kind of poundage is a

must). He claims he wants to squat with 500, but does he really?He probably has an ideal.

Let’s say it’s Reg Park. And just for the sake of argument let’s say that Park uses 500 in the

squat. If our bodybuilder belongs to the restricting image cult he’s beat before he starts. His

sub-conscious mind will see to it.Reg Park gives him something to idolize. Someone to follow.

It’s an image for him. But if he equals the accomplishments of Reg Park, then he loses his

image. And his fear conditioned subconscious would rather fail than lose the image.So he

approaches the squat rack. He knows the weight is heavy. He knows he might hurt himself. He

knows if he lifts it he loses his leader image. He knows these things because he’s drilled them

into his sub-conscious most of his life.Friends, he may as well go home and dry dishes for his

old lady. He ain’t never gonna squat with 500 pounds.The hero approach is restrictive. You can

be sure that trail-blazers like Grimek, Anderson and so on weren’t burdened by any heroes or

any fear of leading.We restrict and defeat ourselves with negative suggestion. If we’re going to

succeed we’ve got to change our thought processes. Negative suggestion must be changed to

planned and positive auto-suggestion. “He can but I can’t” must become “I CAN and to heck

with anybody else.”Let’s go back to the completely relaxed state we talked about last month.

Don’t forget that in the relaxed state you’re most receptive to auto-suggestion. The first thing

you’ve got to do is learn to activate the relaxed state at will.You can do this by making a

conditioned reflex out of it. As soon as you reach the completely relaxed state, start instructing

your sub-conscious mind to associate relaxation with the number TEN. Instruct yourself that in

the future the relaxed state will be activated by simply counting to ten. Repeat to yourself over

and over something like the following: “In the future when I wish to achieve the relaxed state, I

will merely lay still and count to ten. On the count of ten I will drop immediately into the

completely relaxed state.” Drill this into yourself over and over again.This may seem a little far

out if you’ve never had any experience with it. I’ll explain it further in another article. For now

just take my word for it.Every time you practice fractional relaxation start by counting to ten. If

you don’t drop into the completely relaxed state on the count of ten, then deepen the relaxation

the usual way. When you get complete relaxation, instruct yourself to drop into this state next

time on the count of ten.You can start practicing auto-suggestion now while you’re in the

relaxed state. Pick one goal for the time being. I’d suggest you start by increasing your squat

poundage.We’ll dabble more with auto-suggestion in later articles. For now do this:Let’s say



you’re doing ten reps with 250 in the squat. Pick a goal. Determine that you’re going to add 5

pounds per workout for the next two months. At three workouts a week that comes to 120

pounds. Your 250 will be 370.Drill this goal into your subconscious!Now take it one workout at a

time. When you go to bed and achieve the relaxed state, tell yourself that you’re going to do ten

reps with 255 in your next workout. There can’t be any doubt about it. This 5 pound increase

isn’t what you hope to do, it’s what you’re going to do.You’ve got to eliminate any mental blocks.

Forget about who can lift such and such a weight and who can’t. You’re the only one that

matters. Know that you can lift it. It isn’t enough to hope you can lift it, or think you might lift it.

You’ve got to know you can lift it. You’ve got to know it positively.Form vivid mental images of

yourself doing the last rep. Picture it as clearly and sharply as you can. Work up a tremendous,

driving optimism.Tell yourself (and it’s true) that 5 pounds on top of 250 isn’t even noticeable.

You can always do 5 pounds more if you have to. You could do 105 pounds more if your life

depended on it.Saturate your sub-conscious with this type of suggestion. Crowd out the

possibility of any negative counter-suggestion. Keep it up until you have a burning confidence

about your next workout, then forget it and go to sleep.During your workout, when you come to

the squats, sit down for a minute and take it easy. Lean back and get comfortable. Close your

eyes, count to ten and activate the relaxed state.Now repeat the instructions to yourself.

Demand that you do the full number of reps with the increased weight. Know you can do it.

Know you’re going to do it. Form a clear mental picture and hold on to it. Visualize yourself

completing the last rep in good style. Block off everything else from your mind. Demand a state

of complete and utter desire. When you step up to the weight you should have one purpose

and one purpose only, but that purpose should be screaming in your mind. You’re going to do

the full number of reps no matter what. No other thoughts should even enter your mind until

you finish the last rep.You’ll gradually get better and better at fractional relaxation and auto-

suggestion. We’ll be getting into more advanced programs pretty soon and we’ll discuss how to

use auto-suggestions as a concentration builder in more detail and for specific purposes.Keep

practicing in the meantime. You’re going to work up into a herculean physique and great

strength, but you’ll need concentration.Squat!We’re only going to talk about one exercise this

month. Just one exercise. But if you haven’t got the size and strength you’d like, or if you aren’t

gaining like you think you should then read this carefully because it might be the most

important thing you’ll do in your weight career.The exercise we’re going to talk about is the

squat.And you’ve got to know one thing—that squats are THE exercise for gaining. They’re so

far out in front that second place doesn’t even matter. If you want the absolute, utter maximum

in power and shapely bulk, then you’ve got to specialize in squats and there’s no sense stalling

it off.About two years ago I had a kid training at my place. I gave him a squat program but he

wouldn’t go on it. Said he didn’t like squats. I let him do what he wanted but he didn’t gain much

and then about three months ago something happened and I got racky with him.He was in the

gym when I got there. He was lying back on an incline bench and waving two little dumbells

around like he was leading the Boston Pops. I walked over and spoke to him.“Having fun?”“Not

really,” he said. “She’s pretty rough.”“That’s too bad,” I said. “Because I heard something else

today that’s pretty rough.”“What’s that?”“I heard a bunch of kids were going to start working out

here, but they changed their minds because you haven’t gained an ounce in the last six

months.”He didn’t look too concerned.“Tell me,” I said. “Why don’t you do that squat program I

gave you?”“I’m gonna,” he said. “I’m gonna.”“When?”“Pretty soon.”“You know you won’t gain

without it.”“That’s O.K.,” he said. “Don’t worry.”“Worry?” I snarled. “I don’t care personally if you

drop a weight on your Beatle haircut. But you’re giving me a bad name.”He looked up and

blinked.“Now,” I said. “I’ll tell you what you’re going to do. You’re going to drag your fat tail off



that bench and start squatting or you can go train someplace else.”“There isn’t any other place

to train.”“I know,” I said. “It’s a convincing argument, isn’t it?”He was squatting ten minutes later

and has gained more in the last three months than he did in the past year and a half.Nobody

knew much about squats twenty odd years ago. Nobody bothered with them and bodybuilding

standards were way down. If you had a fifteen inch arm you looked like the village blacksmith

and a forty inch chest would bring out the beast in your old lady. Those measurements today

wouldn’t get you the heroine’s part in a Steve Reeves movie.Squats caused most of the

improvement.You can solve most of your gaining problems with squats alone. You can make

gains you never dreamed of before. You can build up unbelievable bulk and power. You can

build up power to the point where you have to be careful with it.I’ll tell you about a guy who

wasn’t careful.I used to work out in the Y.M.C.A. years ago. The weights were stuffed in a little

room in the basement. It was cold and clammy and water ran down the cement walls and

across the floor and into a big hole the rats had tunnelled through.A friend of mine started

training there. He was a skinny guy. He weighed about 140 and had a build like Whistler’s

Mother.He was trying to get on the Police Department but their weight minimum was 170. He

wanted to be a cop real bad though, and he’d have done anything to gain weight.I told him

about squats and showed him how to do them properly. He went on the program you’re going

to find in this article.He started squatting and gaining weight and after he’d gained enough he

got on the Police Department. But he liked his new power and he kept coming down to the dirty

little room and squatting and his weight and power kept climbing up and up.He finally got to

weigh about 240 pounds of thick rolling muscle and the old exercise bars were all bent from

being draped around his neck.The department used him on the meat wagon because he could

fire drunks into it with either hand.One night he went all alone into a pub to take out a merchant

sailor who was waving a broken bottle around. The sailor jabbed at him with the bottle and the

glass punched into his face. My friend slapped the sailor once very hard with the back of his

hand. The sailor went backwards over a table and on to the floor and lay very still with his

mouth all red and wet and his head twisted around at a funny angle and when they got him to

the hospital he was dead.There’s a moral to all that. You’re going to build up an awful lot of

power. Be careful with it.You can do squats any number of ways. We’ll discuss different styles

in later issues. For now, do them 20 reps in breathing style with all the weight you can handle

and then some.You’re doing high rep breathing squats for a specific purpose. They’ll stimulate

your metabolism and force growth like nothing else you’ll ever do. They’re an absolute must at

some stage in your training.Here’s how to do them:Warm up your knees and back with a few

light squats and then start the big stuff.Put your bar on the rack and load it heavy. You’ll find a

little bend in the bar lets it ride easier on your shoulders. If you haven’t got a cambered bar,

take a sledge hammer and slug your straight bar till it bends slightly in the middle. You’ll need

two bars for your workout because once you bend your squat bar it’s no good for any other

exercise.Put padding across your shoulders or wrap it around the bar. Don’t try to be tough and

see how much pain you can stand.Step under the bar. Straighten up. Back up two or three

steps. Don’t back up any farther than you have to. This isn’t an afternoon stroll. Face the rack

when you’re squatting. If you work as hard as you’re supposed to you’ll be too beat to jockey

around with it afterwards.Keep your head up and your back flat as possible. Fix your gaze on

an imaginary spot on the wall just above head height. This will help keep your back flat.Take

three huge breaths. All the air you can cram into your lungs. Hold the third breath and squat.

Go down to parallel position and bounce back up as hard and fast as possible. Don’t stay in the

low position. Breathe out forcibly when you’re almost erect. Take three more deep breaths. Hold

the third breath and squat. Keep this up for twenty reps.You’ve got to work hard enough that



the fifteenth squat feels like your limit. Then keep going and dig out the rest of the twenty. Each

one of the last five reps should be doubtful.You’ve got to practically bleed on the squats. Work

like you never worked before. When you finish the set you should be wiped right out. This is the

hardest work you’ll ever do but it’s an absolute must for success.As soon as you finish the

twentieth squat, stagger over to a bench and do twenty-five pullovers with a light weight. Suck

in all the air you can. Concentrate on stretching your rib-box.Squat heavy. Try to add five

pounds every workout. You’ve got to work up into the 300 to 400 pound range for anything

really spectacular.Beat yourself into a mental frenzy before you start the set. Make it a life or

death deal. You’ve got to make twenty reps. Know you can do it. Then do it.You’re only going to

do three exercises:Press Behind Neck: 3x12Squat: 2 × 20Pullover: 2 × 25That may not seem

like much but if you work hard enough on the squats it’ll be plenty. This is a straight breathing

squat specialization program.Work HARD. We’re going to get into advanced bulk programs in

later issues, but if you aren’t squatting heavy you won’t get anything out of them. For the time

being, forget everything else but getting your squats up to professional heights.Work to the

absolute limit. You should need a 15 minute rest after each set of squats. If you don’t you’re not

working hard enough.Force yourself. Drive. Keep adding to the weight. Get your poundage up

higher and higher and keep adding to it.Get lots of sleep. Eat lots of good food. Take

supplements. WORK HARD! You’ll gain bulk and power and be ready for the advanced stuff to

come.The Get Big DrinkMy friend Ollie came over the other night to play chess. He likes

playing me on account of I’m the only guy he ever beat. He had me chopped up by the

nineteenth move and started in for the kill.My daughter’s boy friend wandered in from the

kitchen eating an onion sandwich. He sat down and watched.“Your move,” said Ollie.“I know, I

know,” I said. “I’m thinking.”I slid a Rook over to cover the Bishop file.Marvin poked me in the

ribs and chortled through a mouthful of bread. “That’s real thinking, Dad.”“Marvin,” I said. “I’d

think a heck of a lot better if you’d quit crunching that lousy sandwich in my ear.”Ollie shoved a

Pawn into my defense. I slumped down and tried to figure an angle.Marvin went into the

kitchen and came back with another sandwich.Ollie looked puzzled. “Didn’t you eat supper,

Marv?”“But of course, Dad.”“Then how come you’re eating now?”I looked up. “I’ll tell you how

come. Cause he’s got a gut like a sea gull, that’s how come.”Marvin took a bite and breathed

onion in my face.I drew a Queen over to back up the Bishop.“You know,” said Ollie. “I got a

nephew trying to gain weight. I don’t suppose he eats like Marv, though.”“No,” I said. “I don’t

suppose. Your move.”Ollie brought up a Knight and grinned at me. “Want to play it out?I didn’t

answer him.“Actually,” Ollie said. “The kid’s gaining a bit of weight. But he wants to pack it on

real fast.”I figured the Bishop was dead no matter what I did.“It’s funny,” Ollie said. “The kid’s

training, too. Strange he doesn’t gain faster.I moved the Queen back.“Funny how a kid wants to

get big real fast,” Ollie said. He looked at me. “Isn’t it funny?”“Hilarious,” I said. “Make a

move.”He moved a Pawn.I dragged the King back out of what was coming.Ollie took the

Bishop.Marvin went into the kitchen and came back with an orange.“This business of eating to

gain weight interests me,” said Ollie.Marvin sucked on his orange. He sounded like a foot

coming out of wet mud. “Me too.” He wiped orange off his face. “My uncle got me interested in

food.”I hunched over the board and tried not to hear him.“Yessir,” he said. “Old Unc was one of

the better botanists.”He’s got a voice like a dentist’s drill.“Did quite an experiment once.” Marvin

dropped orange peel on the table. “Crossed an Idaho potato with a roll of blotting paper.”I

looked at my Knight and tried to plot a course for it.“Didn’t taste too good,” Marvin said.I

reached for the Knight.“Sure soaked up the gravy though.”I dropped the Knight and screamed

at him. “Marvin, will you get the heck out of here.”“Listen,” Ollie said. “Quit arguing. Do you

know anything to make him gain or not?”“Who?”“My nephew.”“For Pete’s sake, Ollie, how do



you expect me to play chess with you babbling about your skinny relatives and this nut

slobbering in my ear?”“You’re beat anyway.”“Like heck.” I slid the Queen into the open.

“There.”Marvin slapped me on the shoulder. “Deep, Dad. Deep.”I wiped orange juice off my

shirt.Ollie looked at Marvin. “Does he play chess?”“Are you kidding?” I said. “This is the only

kid in town who couldn’t learn to play jacks.”Ollie thought about it for a moment. “Never mind.

Do you know how he can gain fast?”“If I tell you will you shut up and finish the

game?”“Sure.”“Okay,” I said. “Listen. To gain weight he’s gotta be properly nourished.

Right?”“Right.”“And when I say properly, I don’t mean properly like for average. I mean properly

like for weightlifters. That means a heck of a lot better nourished than most people are.”“He

eats pretty good,” Ollie said.“Maybe so. But he isn’t getting enough protein and calories or he’d

gain faster. He’s gotta shovel in protein like they were giving it away.”“So what should he do?

Eat more?”“Not exactly,” I said. “Let me finish.”Marvin was leaning forward with his mouth

open.“You see,” I said. “Protein is the key element for muscles. You just can’t build them on

anything else. You gotta get in huge amounts at regular intervals for really big gains.”“I know,”

Ollie said.“But when I say huge amounts, I mean huge amounts. More than you get in your

regular meals. Several times what’s considered normal.”“Sure,” Ollie said. “But how’s he gonna

do that if he can’t do it by eating?”“I’ll tell you in a minute,” I said. “Let me finish.”“O.K.”“Now

remember,” I said. “This is a crash gaining thing. He oughta gain about five pounds a week on

it.”“He’ll like that,” Ollie said.“Good. Now, in addition to the protein, he’s gotta get extra calories.

He won’t gain without them. He’s gotta get thousands of extra calories.”“You don’t mean candy

and junk like that.”“No, no. That’s just junk. It’s gotta be protein calories mostly or he’ll just get

fat. He’s gotta get a really jazzed up combination of protein and calories.”“So?”“So shut up and

listen.” I went and got a drink of water and came back. “Now, the trouble with trying to crash

gain on regular meals is you just can’t eat enough to do it.” Ollie looked at Marvin but I beat him

to it. “Most people can’t,” I said. “O.K.?”“O.K.”“So you gotta get the extra nourishment in

concentrated form. Right?”“Right.”“O.K.,” I said. “That means he needs a supplement.”“Fine,”

said Ollie. “Only what supplement?”“Mine,” I said. “I call it the ‘Get Big Drink.’”“The what?”“The

‘Get Big Drink.’”“Why do you call it that?”“Why do you think I call it that? Cause you get big if

you drink it, that’s why. You get your nephew to drink it like I tell you and he’ll gain weight like a

baby whale.”“What is it?”“I’ll tell you,” I said. “But don’t forget this is strictly for fast. You’ll flip

when you see how he gains weight.”“O.K.,” said Ollie. “I’ll flip. Now tell me about it.”“Alright,” I

said. “Listen. Now first of all you get a real good protein supplement. Hoffman’s Gain Weight is

best for this purpose. Put at least a day’s supply in a big bowl.”“O.K.”“Now add two quarts of

milk and two cups of skim milk powder and mix it all up.”“With a blender?”“If you have one. An

egg-beater’ll do.”“O.K.,” said Ollie. “That’s protein, milk and milk powder. Is that it?”“No, no.

We’re just starting.”“What’s next?”“Now dump in two eggs and four tablespoons of peanut

butter.”“O.K.”“Now,” I said. “That makes about 186 grams of the best protein you can get. That’s

about what he’d get in four days of normal eating.”“And that’s it, eh?”“Not yet. I told you this

was for fast. Now we add a little more protein, beef up the calories and make it taste

good.”Marvin was leaning forward. “That’s thinking mint, Dad. I always figured a thing ought to

taste good.”Ollie hauled out a pencil. “I better write this down.”“Okay,” I said. “Now put in half a

brick of chocolate ice cream.”Marvin straightened up. “Why chocolate? I always like pushin’

strawberry into the old tumtum.”“Marvin,” I said. “I don’t care if you shovel tutti-frutti in your ear. I

like chocolate. O.K.?”“But of course, Dad.”“And quit calling me Dad.”“Listen,” Ollie said. “Quit

arguing and give me the rest of it.”“O.K. Now, with the protein, milk powder, eggs, peanut butter

and ice cream we got about 2100 calories. Right?”“Right.”“Now put in a small banana.”“One

small banana.”“Four tablespoons of malted milk powder.”“Right.”“Six tablespoons of corn



syrup.”“Hold it,” Ollie said. “Just a minute. How do you spell syrup?”“How the heck would I

know,” I said. “You got the pencil. Spell it any way you want.”“O.K.” Ollie scratched something

down. “There.”“Now,” I said. “That brings the calories up to about 3000. Right?”“If you say

so.”“And about 200 grams of protein.”“Gee,” Ollie said. “You oughta supply an after dinner

speaker with that.”“Sure. When I call it the ‘Get Big Drink,’ I ain’t kidding.”“So I see. What

now?”“Now pour the whole works into a plastic jug and stick it in the fridge.”“How long is he

supposed to take to drink all that?”“One day. It makes about ten glasses. He can easy drink

that in a day.”“All at once?”“No, no. Spread it out. He can take a glass with each of his meals

and the rest throughout the day.”“And he’ll gain weight fast.”“Absolutely. I guarantee it. He’s

supposed to drink it in addition to his meals of course. He could gain around a pound a day for

a while if he trains properly too.”“I oughta try it myself. I wouldn’t mind sticking on about ten

pounds.”“Ollie,” I said. “Anybody who’s trying to gain weight and doesn’t take something like this

is nuts. It’s half the battle.”“How long you figure he should stay on it?”“As long as he’s trying to

gain weight.”“What about after?”“He still needs protein. He should stay with the protein

supplement and drop the rest of the stuff. That way he’ll hold the muscle and sharpen up a

bit.”“Good,” said Ollie. “I’ll tell him. And thanks a lot.”“O.K.”“You wanta finish the game?”“Sure.

Who’s move is it?”“Mine,” Ollie said. He took my Rook’s Pawn. “Check.”I looked at the board for

a long time. “Ollie, old pal,” I said. “I gotta confess it. You’re one heckuva chess player.”Ollie

grinned. “You’re beat?”“I’m beat.”Marvin got up and stretched. “Well, Dad, she’s back to the old

fridgeroo.”Ollie looked at me. “What’s that mean?”“It means he’s getting something more to

eat.”“You’re kidding.” Ollie called into the kitchen. “Marv, are you making another

sandwich?”Marvin stuck his head through the door. “But of course, Dad.”“What kind?”“Cheese

and wiener.”Ollie grinned and patted his stomach. “Draw two.”Training for GainingA bunch of us

went down to the gym one time to watch Reg Park work out. He was in town doing a show. We

lined up along the wall with our eyeballs hanging on our cheeks and tried not to look too

jealous when he started lifting.Park walked in looking more like Hercules than Herc did. He was

weighing around 235 and it all bulged. Every time he moved he looked like he was coming

through his skin.The kid standing beside me poked me with his elbow. “Check the arms,” he

whispered.I poked him back and whispered from the corner of my mouth like they do on T.V.

“Okay,” I said. “You keep the motor running.”It went over his head. “Watch his arms,” he said.

“Watch how he works them.”Park warmed up his lower back with some prone-

hyperextensions.“He may not do too much arm stuff,” I said. “He was saying he just wanted to

get his weight back up a few pounds.”“On his arms,” the kid said. “On his arms. Watch!”Park

finished warming up and started on his legs. He loaded on weight till the bar bent slightly and

did squats like his life depended on them. He had everybody pushing with him on the way

up.He finished squatting and did some front squats and a few calf raises.“Now his arms,” the

kid said. “Watch!”Park did a few heavy bench presses. He bounced the big bar off his chest

and jammed it up like a rocket.“He spends a lot of time on his arms,” the kid said. “Forty-five

minutes on the biceps and forty-five on the triceps.”“Gee,” I said. “That’s an hour and a half. I

shoulda brought a lunch.”Park started his back work. He did power cleans and heavy bent

forward rowing.“He’s saving his arms for the last,” the kid whispered. “Watch!”Park took the bar

off the squat rack and did some presses behind the neck. You could see everybody’s lips

moving when they added up the weight on the bar. It’s kind of discouraging. Park presses more

weight than most guys squat with.“Now,” the kid said. “Watch!”Park picked up his towel and

walked into the back.I looked at my watch. “That took him an hour and four minutes. I think he’s

finished.”The kid curled up the corner of his lip. “Don’t be a nut. He hasn’t done any arm work

yet. Just wait.”We waited.The talking died down and I listened carefully. “That’s it,” I said. “He’s



having a shower.”“He hasn’t finished yet,” the kid protested. “He can’t be having a

shower.”“Well, if he ain’t,” I said, “He better lay off the coffee. That’s a helluva lot of water

running back there.”“Gee,” the kid said. “He didn’t do no arm work at all.”“He did some,” I

said.“Not like he’s supposed to. All he did was leg and back stuff.”“So what?”“I thought he

trained hard.”“He does.”“Legs and back? What the heck kinda training is that?”“That,” I said, “is

training for gaining. Advanced training.”If you’ve been following this series, you’re just about

ready for some advanced training yourself. Before we get into that, though, let’s review what

we’ve already covered. Every item is important. Pick up some back issues if you’re just starting.

You’ll slow down your progress if you miss anything.We’ve covered the time factor. Keep your

workouts short if you’re a beginner or trying to gain weight. Long, tedious workouts won’t help

yet unless you’re a real easy gainer.The guys who use long workouts are extremely advanced

men. Even then they’re not intended for pure weight gains. Most of the long programs you read

about are intended to define bodies that are already bulky. Don’t confuse building up with

sharpening up. We’ll get into long programs eventually, but by then you’ll be big and you’ll be

ready for them.Training is a progressive thing. Any nut can sit down and list a pile of exercises.

That doesn’t make it a program. Some of the programs you see advertised in other magazines

and supposedly followed slavishly by hordes of grateful Samsons are right out of the authors’

dreams. That’s one of the troubles with claiming pupils who won’t even talk to you on the

street.There are essential rules for bodybuilding and you’ll get them in this magazine. Don’t be

stampeded by a lot of commercial baloney.I was talking to one of the big Mr. Winners one time.

I had a program written down that I’d gotten out of a magazine. I asked him what he thought of

it.“Too long,” he said. “Way too long.” He looked at it again. “Is this your program?”“Mine,” I said.

“It’s supposed to be yours.”He grinned. “Pal, if I spent that long working out I’d be in real

trouble.”“You mean you wouldn’t gain?”“No, no,” he said. “I mean my old lady’d quit her job and

I’d have to look for one.”We’ve covered the importance of extreme concentration in your

training. You’ve got to think about it. Keep your mind fixed firmly on whatever exercise you’re

doing at the moment. You’re working at awfully reduced efficiency if you don’t.A lot of guys got

good results from concentration curls. You’ll get good results from every exercise if you

concentrate the same way on them.We’ve talked about auto-suggestion. You should be getting

pretty good at it by now. Keep using it. Set goals for yourself. Use it to focus your subconscious

on these goals. Use it as a stimulus for each workout.You see a lot of self-improvement

courses advertised in the back of pulp magazines. Most of the ads feature heavy black print

and some nut with eyes like a bill collector jabbing his finger at you. The improvement offered

covers a varied field, ranging all the way from how to make a million bucks peddling junk

around the neighborhood to cutting up big with the opposite sex.The courses all have two

things in common. They’re all expensive and they all push autosuggestion in one form or

another. You can get better results for the price of a Strength and Health and buy yourself a

good protein supplement with the money you save.We’ve touched very lightly on the value of

the squat. Squats are still the big thing in a gaining program. Push them hard for overall bulk

and power.You don’t need to take my word about squats. Ask anyone in the muscle business.

They’ll all tell you the same thing. More men developed more muscle on squats than all the

other exercises put together.You’re going to be doing a lot of squats in this series. Make up

your mind right now that you’re going to like them and get good at them.Finally, we’ve covered

the need for a high protein, high calorie food supplement. You’ve got to boost your intake. You

won’t gain weight on fresh air and apricots. Keep taking the supplement as outlined, or

something very much like it. You can change some of the minor ingredients or the flavoring to

suit yourself, but make sure you take the basic drink in sufficient quantities. Two quarts a day is



about the minimum for really big gains.A lot of beginners are staggered when they see how

much food a big lifter stows away. Doug Hepburn used to pack food around with him like he

was on a camping trip.Doug was the first of the super-heavies. He revamped everybody’s

concept of size and strength. A lot of people thought Doug was born that way. He wasn’t. He

built up from an average looking kid into a World Champ. He trained on heavy exercises and

enough food for a boy scout camp.We’re going to gradually convert the workout into more

advanced forms. The purpose will still be shapely bulk and power. These are the qualities you

should be striving for at this stage. You’ll just hinder yourself if you start scratching around for

definition or peaked biceps too soon.We’ll be concentrating on the big muscle groups. That

means very heavy leg and back work. And despite what commercial interests have claimed for

him in the past, this is the type of training that built Reg Park. This is the type of training that

builds bodies like Grimek and Pearl.I had a lesson in the value of leg and back work over

twenty years ago. Unfortunately, I was too dumb at the time to learn anything from it.I was in

the Navy, and a real bug on bodybuilding. I figured upper body work was the thing and that

knotty biceps were the absolute end. I used to train my upper body all day and half the night. I

weighed about 165 at 6 feet tall, and the only thing about me that wasn’t knotty was my

eyebrows.I got shifted to a small ship for a few months. The only thing to exercise with was a

solid barbell too heavy for anything but squats and dead lifts. I figured I couldn’t train properly

anymore but I could still show off a bit, so every other day I used to wander out on deck where

the weight was and talk a couple of the crew into hoisting it on my back for me. Then I’d do as

many squats as I could with it. If the men hung around long enough, I’d do a second set. After

that I’d do dead lifts for a little while. All I tried to do was gradually increase the reps.The only

other exercise I did was a few dips between some pipes in the drying out room.My body weight

started to climb. So did my strength. I figured it was the Navy beans or the salt air or

something.A few months later I got shifted to a joint where they had a nice complete gym and I

could do my old upper body routines again. That ended the squats and dead lifts. It ended the

progress, too. And it stayed ended for a few years until I found out about leg and back work.You

don’t need to join the Navy to learn this. Keep pushing the high rep breathing squats, and next

month we’ll start the first of the more advanced bulk and power programs.For Size and

StrengthIn 1954 they held the British Empire Games in Vancouver, B.C. The Empire Games, in

case you’ve never seen them, are a kind of scaled down Olympics. They’ve got all the athletic

events, but it’s only open to competitors from within the British Empire.You get a big influx of

stiff upper lips for the Games. They puff their portly way up into the stands and watch the

athletes and sit around in their grey flannels and crested blazers and mumble brave things

about the colonial system and the thin red line and how the sun never sets on the grand old

flag, chaps.But you also get some awfully good athletes. In ’54 they had two milers named

Bannister and Landy who became the first men to run a sub-four minute mile in the same race.

They called it the Miracle Mile.And there was also a man named Harold Cleghorn.Prior to the

’54 Games, Cleghorn held a British Empire lifting title. He was a kind of lean and hungry

looking heavy, not much bigger than a light-heavy and his lifts weren’t really that good.

Furthermore, he was no bare-faced boy. He was in his forties and it looked like he’d had the

treatment.Then he came to Empire Village and the rumors started floating around. The story

was that he’d gained about fifty pounds of muscle and increased all his lifts ten or twenty

percent.This is pretty sticky jazz for a man Cleghorn’s age. I decided to check for myself.I drove

over to the Village and found the building the lifters were training in. The officials had them

jammed in the basement as usual. I walked down a couple of flights of dusty stairs, along a

cement corridor, through a big wooden door into the lifting room and there was Cleghorn.You



couldn’t miss him. He looked like a big Grimek. And it looked like the rumors might even be

true. He weighed about 250 of the most impressive pounds I’d ever seen.He was doing some

heavy squats. There weren’t many visitors that day so I went over and talked with him.He’s

very polite and friendly. He talks in a soft deep voice with a faint down-under accent.“Harold,” I

said, “you’ve really put on weight.”“Yes,” he said. “Finally.” He was sweating hard and he wiped

a big hand across his forehead. He’s got wavy black hair that’s receding a bit in front.“Did you

find it hard to do?”“Not really,” he said, “once I found out how.”He loaded more weight on the

squat bar. “I don’t want to cool off.”“No,” I said. “Go ahead.”He dipped under the bar, stepped

away from the rack and did five reps. He put it back on the rack and smiled at me. “Very

tiring.”“I don’t doubt it. That’s a lot of weight.”He was puffing a bit. He strolled back and forth

taking deep breaths. He looked like he could stroll through a cement wall.He went back to the

rack and put more weight on the bar. It was over 500 now.“Man,” I said. “You’re good at

squatting.”He smiled politely. “Thank you. I didn’t used to be.”“I know.”He did another set of five.

He’s got a chest like a boiler. Every time he inhaled it bulged out like he was going to pull a

vacuum in the room.I waited till he finished the set and got his breath back.“What caused all

the progress?”He touched the bar on the rack. “This.”“Squats?”“Yes. And heavy exercise

generally.”“Boy oh boy,” I said. “You’ve really improved. I can hardly believe it.”He looked a little

sad. “Thank you. It’s a bit late for me, though.”“Why?”“I’m a little old to start a lifting career. I

wish I’d known ten years ago what I know now.”“You mean about heavy exercise?”“Yes. I think

I’d have done a good deal better.”“You didn’t always train heavy?”“No. I used to squat with three

to four hundred pounds. I thought that was enough.”“You mean you just stayed with that

weight?”“Yes,” he said. “For years. I never tried to increase it.”“And all this improvement came

when you started heavy squatting?”“That’s right. A bit late, unfortunately.”“Well, Harold,” I said.

“Late or early I think you’ve done a wonderful job. Furthermore, you’re a real credit to the game

at any age.”“Thank you,” he said. Very polite. “Thank you very much.”Two nights later, with the

overhead lights flooding down and applause thundering around him, he stepped onto the lifting

platform and broke the British Empire Heavyweight record with his first press.You’re going to

start now on the first of the more advanced bulk and power programs. It’ll be based on heavy

exercise.You’ll be concentrating on the big muscle groups. Someone said once that if you take

care of the big muscle groups the little ones will take care of themselves. This isn’t entirely true,

but it’s not too far off.Wear a full training suit while you’re working out. Buy one if you haven’t

already got one. You’ll be working heavy and you’ve got to keep your muscles warm.You’ll be

sweating a lot. Take milk or water during your workout. Drink all you want but don’t take it too

cold.Your first exercise will be prone-hyperextensions. You’ll be using them as a warm-up for

your lower back.Do them off a table or a bench high enough to allow you to go all the way

down. Arch your back when you come up and get the action in your spinal erectors. Don’t worry

about adding weight right away. Learn to do them properly first.Prone hyper-extensions are

used extensively by Reg Park. He says they provide him with an effective warm-up, protection

for the lower back, nervous and circulatory stimulation and a psychological boost.They also

provided him with a set of spinal erectors like truck tires.Do them three sets of ten.Next comes

heavy squats. This is the exercise favored most by Reg Park. He’s capable of squatting with

weights in excess of 600 pounds. He’s also one of the very few bodybuilders actually as strong

as he looks. If you saw him in any of the Hercules movies you know how strong he looks.You’ll

be doing five sets of five in the squats. Start with a weight 100 pounds below your best weight

for five reps and do five reps with it. Add fifty pounds and do another five reps. Then add fifty

pounds more and do three sets of five with that weight. Try to increase the weight five pounds

on every set every workout.Take three huge breaths between each rep. Suck in all the air you



can and lift your chest.Squats will be the big exercise in this program. Take a short rest

between sets. Use the autosuggestion trick we discussed before and drive your poundages up.

Set your goals very high and don’t settle for anything less. You’ve got to work up to around

double body weight for five reps.Stagger over to a bench and do light, breathing pullovers after

every set of squats. Use twenty to thirty pounds for twenty reps and haul in air like it was going

out of style.Heavy squats and light pullovers are the combination for fifty inch chests.Take a

short rest before the next exercise. This will be front squats, or squats with the weight held in

the clean position. Put a 2 × 4 under your heels so you can stay erect and throw the work on

the muscles just above your knees.You can either clean the weight or take it off the rack to get

it in position. If you’re not used to front squats they’ll probably hurt your wrists at first. Tough it

out and your wrists will strengthen. Keep your elbows high and the bar well back on your upper

chest and frontal deltoids.Do the front squats three sets of ten. Use your heaviest weight for the

first set and drop it ten pounds for each succeeding set.The next exercise is the bench press.

Most of you like these. Do them four sets of eight in a loose style. Use a slightly wider than

shoulder width grip and arch your back a little when you’re pressing.Use thirty pounds below

your best weight for eight reps for the first set. Add thirty pounds for the second set and drop

ten pounds for each of the remaining two sets.The bench press came on strong in recent

years. It’s probably the best all-round exercise for the chest and shoulder girdle. You should

work up into heavy weights on it. Try for about one and a half times body weight for eight

reps.Do a lot of deep breathing between reps. Work it something like the squats.You’ll need a

rest now. The next one is tough. Power cleans. Do them dead hang style for five sets of five.

Start with fifty pounds below your best for five. Add twenty-five pounds for the second set. Add

another twenty-five pounds and do the final three sets with that weight.Don’t dip too much with

your legs and don’t move your feet at all. Get the pull with your thighs, hips, back and

arms.This is a pretty rugged exercise. Take it easy at first and work up gradually into heavy

weights.The next exercise is bent forward rowing. Do this five sets of ten. Take your heaviest

weight for the first set and drop it ten pounds for each succeeding set.Don’t get into the habit of

cheating on this one. No fair using the legs and lower back. Take a narrow grip and pull the bar

all the way up to the lower abdomen. Arch your back high at the completion of each pull. Lower

the weight all the way down and round your back with it. Let it hang dead and stretch your

lats.You can wind it up now with presses behind the neck alternated with incline bench dumbell

curls. Do them each three sets of eight. Use your heaviest weight on the first set and drop it

each succeeding set. Ten pounds for the presses and five pounds each dumbell in the curls.If

you have a tendency to get fat in the gut you can do one set of twenty-five leg raises and one

set of twenty-five sit-ups. Don’t do them with your workout. They’re better done on your in-

between days. Don’t work too hard on them. All you want to do is keep your waist in hand while

you’re gaining weight.The whole program, then, looks like this:Prone hyper-extensions: 3 ×

10Squats: 5 × 5Pullovers (alternate with squats): 5 × 20Front squats: 3 × 10Bench press: 4 ×

8Power cleans: 5 × 5Rowing: 5 × 10Press behind neck: 3 × 8Incline curls (alternated with

above): 3 × 8You’ll find this pretty stiff if you work as hard as you’re supposed to on every

exercise. Make sure you get lots of rest and sleep.You’re trying to gain weight. Make sure you

eat enough. We’ll go into diet another time, but for now eat all the good food you can and take

the gaining supplement in large amounts. Spread your meals out. You’re better off to eat five or

six smaller meals than two or three huge ones.When you’re working this hard it’s wise to take a

germ oil such as Energol. Take at least the advised amounts. You’ll also do better with a high

potency vitamin supplement.If you go at this program in a sloppy fashion you’ll only get partial

results. If you only want partial results you may as well do something easier. Properly done, the



program will kick back big gains but you’ve got to work at it.Make a challenge out of every

exercise. Grit your teeth and jam the poundages way, way up. You can’t expect a build like

Grimek if you’re handling weights your grandmother could lift.Give it all you’ve got. You’ll get big

and be ready for the next advance in the series.SleepOnce upon a time there were two skinny

young men who trained in a commercial gym downtown. The gym was not overly large, nor

was it especially fancy, but it had good solid equipment and lots of weight. This was probably

fortunate because it was usually crowded in the evening.The gym also had lots of benches

scattered around. The benches all had soft padded tops which was also fortunate because the

two young men spent most of their time sitting on them.One winter evening, about half an hour

from closing time, they were training as usual. One of the young men was lying on a flat bench

with his eyes closed and his feet propped up on the wall. The other young man was stretched

out on the abdominal board with his hands folded under his head for a pillow and big dark

circles under both eyes.They were talking about their training.The first young man raised his

head a little bit and said, “What else we gotta do?”“Bench presses,” said the second young

man. “Four sets.” He thought for a moment and a pained look came over his face. “And tricep

presses and curls,” he added.The first young man groaned and let his head sink back on the

bench. “Man,” he said. “It’s like too much. I’ll never make it.”The second young man put his hand

politely over his mouth to stifle a yawn. “I tell you what,” he said. “How about we only do one set

of bench presses?”The first young man rolled his eyes around without moving his head and

looked at him. “Kinda taper off, like.”“Right,” said the second young man. “Conservation of

energy and all that.”“Good idea, Fred,” agreed the first young man. “Capital suggestion and all

that rot.” He wriggled farther down on the bench. “You go first.”“Right after you, Ralph.”“O.K.,”

the first young man said. “I’ll take the strain. How much we using?”“One seventy.”“One seventy?

Clarence, you jest.”“No. Really.”“Make it one fifty.”“O.K.,” said the second young man. “One

fifty.”They put one hundred and fifty pounds on the bar and the first young man flopped down

on a bench and did eight reps with it. “Man,” he said. “That’s a heavy brute.”The second young

man yawned hugely. “Ain’t we doin’ ten reps anymore?”“Not tonight we ain’t,” said the first

young man. “I’m outa gas like.”The second young man rolled over on the abdominal board and

closed his eyes. “Me too,” he said. “But, man, what a party. What time’d you cut out?”“Three-

thirty,” the first young man said. “I never hit the cool whites till four.”“Quarter past for me,” said

the second young man. “But what a bash.”“Mint.”“Wild.”They lay back and closed their eyes and

smiled broad sleepy smiles. They were lying there with their eyes closed and their mouths

open when the gym owner walked over.The gym owner was a large man about forty with a

nagging wife and a worried look. Usually he worried about money, but tonight he was worried

because his wife was threatening to leave him and he was afraid she might change her mind.

He walked over slowly because his feet hurt and spoke to the young men.“How’s it going,

fellas?”The first young man looked up and smiled in a friendly way. “Like mint, Dad. A real

invigorating thing.”“Yeah,” said the second young man. He yawned deeply and crossed his legs.

“Real invigorating.”The gym owner stood for a while and looked at them lying there and

wondered what the hell he was doing in the muscle business when he could have just as easy

been a plumber. “What say we get rolling, fellas?” he said. “She’s getting close to quitting

time.”“No rush, Dad,” the first young man said. “We don’t pick up the girls till eleven.”“Yeah,” said

the second young man. “And, man, it’s cold out there.”The gym owner closed his eyes and

thought about his mortgage for ten seconds before he answered. “O.K. But you don’t want to

cool off too much. You oughta keep going.”“Good idea,” said the first young man. “Absolutely

first rate.” He rolled over and spoke to the second young man. “Get goin!”“Going?” the second

young man said. “Charley, I just watched you bench pressing. I’m beat.”The gym owner gritted



his teeth and spoke to the second young man. “Did you do your bench presses yet?”“Not yet,

Dad,” the second young man said. He yawned and rubbed his eyes. “Matter of fact, I think I’ll

maybe skip ‘em tonight.”“Yeah,” said the first young man. “Like they don’t seem to be doing

nothing for us anyway.”“That’s a fact,” the second young man said. “We ain’t gettin’

nowhere.”“Like we’re figuring on quitting anyway,” agreed the first young man.“Right,” said the

second young man. “Kinda rest up, like.”The gym owner’s stomach twinged like it always did

when people talked about quitting. He thought for a long moment about the re-built

transmission in his car and the repair bill that looked like a ransom note and when he spoke his

voice was soft and persuasive. “Listen, fellas. Believe me, that’d be a mistake. You’d regret it

when you got older. A little weight training’s the best thing in the world for fellas your age.”“I

dunno, Dad,” the first young man said. “Seems kinda like a waste of time lately.”“No, it’s not,” the

gym owner said. “You’re improving your strength. You’re improving your health.” He racked his

brain. “And besides,” he leaned forward and winked at the young men, “we know how the girls

go for the old muscles, eh?”He knew he’d made a good point and he slid on a risque grin to

clinch the thing. He stood there leering in what he hoped was a worldly manner although

actually he just looked like a dirty old man. “That’s where the muscles pay off, eh?”“That’s the

point, Dad,” said the first young man. He held up an arm like a stick and said, “Where’s the

muscles?”“Yeah,” the second young man said. “Like, what’s with this Tarzan bit?”The gym

owner thought desperately for a moment and then said, “Listen, fellas. You’re worried cause

you’re not making progress, right?”“Right.”“O.K., then. If you’re not making progress there’s

something wrong.”The second young man closed his eyes again. “Like I already figured that,

Dad.”“O.K.,” the gym owner said. “O.K. But I know what your trouble is.”The first young man lay

back and said, “Interesting, Dad. Lay it on me.”The gym owner blinked. “Pardon?”“Tell us about

it, Dad,” the second young man said. “Tell us all about it.”“O.K.,” the gym owner said. He sat on

the end of a bench. “Your big trouble, fellas, is… “he paused three seconds for full effect and

then spoke in a firm heavy voice… “you’re not getting enough sleep.”The first young man sat

up and looked at the gym owner out of his bloodshot eyes. “Clyde,” he said. “You’re putting me

on.”“No,” the gym owner said. “Really. You can’t expect to gain if you don’t get your proper

sleep.” He looked at the second young man. “How much sleep did you get last night?”“Three

hours.”“Three hours? Why that’s nowhere near enough. You need a lot more hours sleep than

that.”“I do, Dad,” the second young man said. “Like about six more on the flip side.”The gym

owner wasn’t sure exactly what he meant but he felt he was getting through so he continued,

“Going without sleep is the worst thing in the world for your health.”“Yea,” said the first young

man. “Like it’s tough on a growing boy.”“Exactly,” said the second young man. “Absolutely

lethal.”“A real drag.”The gym owner listened to them babbling away and wondered what the law

said about justifiable homicide. “You see,” he continued, “your body is designed to go only so

long without sleep. After that your health breaks down. You can’t expect to make gains. You

can’t even expect to keep what you’ve got.”He shifted around and continued. “Weight training is

pretty concentrated stuff. It takes a lot out of you. You got to give your body a chance to

recuperate.”He looked carefully at the two young men to see if he was getting across. They

didn’t look too interested but they hadn’t fallen asleep either so he continued. “You see, you

load up on fatigue poisons during the day. These are all carried away by the blood while you

sleep. The blood packs oxygen and nourishment to the tissues. It cleans them and rebuilds

them. But if you don’t get rid of all the fatigue poisons you eventually run out of energy.”“Outa

gas, like,” said the first young man.“Right,” said the gym owner. “Out of gas.” He thought for a

moment and then said, “It’s kind of a double-edged thing. You don’t have the energy to train

properly, so you don’t really do justice to the time you spend at it. You just can’t work hard



enough to get decent results. After a while you can’t work hard at all.”The second young man

closed his eyes and said, “Man, that’s me. Like I’ve had it.”“That’s right,” said the gym owner.

“And even if you did work hard you wouldn’t gain. You don’t build up during the actual workout,

you build up when you’re resting after.”“That may be, Dad,” said the first young man. “Only what

about it when you ain’t resting?”“Then you won’t grow,” said the gym owner. “That’s one of the

reasons so many young fellows don’t get much out of their training. You need lots of rest and

sleep. If you’re working hard with the weights you need at least nine or ten hours sleep a

night.”He figured he’d made the point but he repeated it anyway. “If you want to build up big,

you’ve simply got to get enough sleep. You’re wasting your time if you don’t. You got to get nine

or ten hours a night if you want to make it.”The first young man dragged himself up. “Well, Dad,

in that case we ain’ta gonna make it.”“Right,” said the second young man. “Like we got heavy

commitments.”The gym owner’s stomach started twinging again. “Look, fellas. Listen to me.

Quitting isn’t the answer.”“Maybe not, Dad, but it leaves more time.”“Yeah,” said the second

young man. “Like this training bit cuts into the social life.”“Listen, fellas,” the gym owner said.

“Take my word for it. This is the most important thing you’ll ever do. Don’t give it up.” He leaned

forward and talked earnestly. “What’s more important than your strength? What’s more

important than your health? What takes up so much of your time, anyway?”The first young man

grinned. “Girls, Dad. Girls.”The gym owner blinked. “Girls? You don’t need to spend that much

time with them.”The second young man sat up too. “Man,” he said. “It’s no strain, you

know.”“Right,” said the first young man. “Like didn’t you ever chase ‘em, Dad?”The gym owner

straightened up and smiled nostalgically. “Matter of fact, fellas, I did.” Then he thought about his

wife and the smile vanished and his stomach twinged again. “Trouble is,” he muttered, “I caught

one.”The second young man leaned forward. “How’s that, Dad?”“Never mind,” the gym owner

said. “It doesn’t matter.” He leaned forward again. “Fellas, I’m gonna give you some free advice.

Work out a compromise on this. Date during the week if you have to, but get home early for

your own good. If you gotta stay out that late, do it on the weekend so you can sleep in the next

day. That way you can have your social life and still make gains. Believe me,” he added, “weight

training is still the best all-around thing you’ll ever do.”The first young man lay back again and

said, “You may be right, Dad. I don’t think I can keep up the pace anyway.”“Good,” said the gym

owner. “That’s a sensible decision. Now, I’ll tell you what to do. Go home and get a good night’s

sleep. Then lay off training for the rest of the week and rest up. You can start in again next

week with a fresh approach.”“O.K.,” said the second young man. “We’ll give her a whirl.”“Fine,”

said the gym owner. “But don’t forget—nine or ten hours sleep every night. You won’t gain

without it.”The two young men got up and dressed and went home. Everyone else had already

left. The gym owner walked around turning off lights and picking up towels. He put on his coat

and walked to the door. “Girls,” he said. He turned around and looked at the spot on the ceiling

where the roof leaked and the plaster needed fixing and then massaging his stomach with the

palm of his hand he walked out and closed the door behind him.Public RelationsOne of my

favorite folk groups was on at the coffee house the other night. Ollie and I took the wives over.

We got a table close to the stage and ordered sandwiches just as the show started.The warm

up was a young girl about nineteen who played guitar like Joan Baez. She started with “John

Riley.”Ollie whispered something to me. I didn’t catch it. I leaned over and he said, “Two

bodybuilders just came in.”I nodded and sat back. The girl finished her song.“Do you know

them?” Ollie asked.I looked around. The bodybuilders had a table by the wall. You couldn’t miss

them. Both were advanced men wearing T-shirts so tight they looked like they were painted

on.“Yeah,” I said. “I’ve seen them around.”“You sure can tell they’re bodybuilders, can’t

you?”“You sure can,” I said. “Who else’d walk around in the middle of winter at eleven o’clock at



night in a T-shirt?”The girl did another song. I’d never heard it before. A protest thing about

children and the Bomb.“Do you want to go over and talk to them?” Ollie asked.“Who?”“The

bodybuilders.”“Not me,” I said. “Somebody I know might come in.” Ollie grinned. “So

what?”“Ollie,” I said. “Do you know why those two yo-yos are wearing T-shirts?”Ollie’s kind

hearted. “Maybe they’re just comfortable that way.”“Comfortable, heck.” I looked over. One of

them had his elbow resting on the table with his arm flexed so hard his hand was shaking.

“They’re a couple of show-offs. The trouble is they’re making weight training look as kooky as

they do.”The girl sang a couple more folk songs. She got a nice hand and left the stage.“Listen,”

Ollie said. “Why do you get so mad about bodybuilders showing off?”“Cause they give it a bad

name.” I said. “People think the whole sport’s as punchy as they are.”“Could be,” Ollie said. “You

think it really hurts?”“Sure,” I said. “Exhibitionists like that are the main reason lifting’s so

misunderstood by the general public.”“How do you mean?”“Figure it out,” I said. “Take a look at

those two over there.”Ollie looked.“They really stand out, don’t they?”Ollie nodded.“And there’s

no doubt they’re weight trained?”Ollie shook his head.“Well, who wants to be associated with a

couple of nuts like that?”“What do you think people’s opinion of them is?” Ollie asked.“I’ll tell

you later,” I said. “Here comes the big act.”The group bounced on stage and wheeled into place

before the mike. A young woman in a blue dress and two young men in dark slacks and open-

necked blue shirts packing guitars. They opened up with ‘Tell It On The Mountain.’ The noise

bounced off the walls. They picked up tempo and rolled it out and everybody started clapping

their hands in time. They hammered it to a peak and then chopped it off fast.Ollie leaned over

and whispered to me. The applause was deafening. He whispered louder. “Look over there

now.”One of the bodybuilders was standing up with his lats spread to the limit while he looked

around the room. I glanced quickly at the other tables. Half the people were looking at him and

whispering.I nodded at Ollie and turned back to the stage. The group did a soft number,

harmonizing real nice. They got terrific applause again. They ran through half a dozen more

songs, did four encores and left the stage.Ollie and his wife got up to leave.“Sit down,” I said.

“What’s your hurry?”“Don’t you want to go?” Ollie asked.“Wait. Let’s stay and catch another

show.”“Okay with me,” Ollie said. We looked over at the bodybuilders.One of them was strutting

to the washroom with his chest stuck out like a pouter pigeon. The other was standing up

smoothing his hair with his biceps flexed.“Go turn off that spot-light on the stage, Ollie. He’ll be

up there posing in a minute.”Ollie grinned. “Want to invite them over to our table?”“You’re

kidding,” I said.“They really bother you, don’t they?”“They sure do,” I said. “Do you want to know

why?”“Sure,” said Ollie. “Tell me.”“O.K.,” I said. “Figure it this way. Do you know anything in the

world that pays dividends like weight training does?”“How do you mean?” said Ollie.“I mean, do

you know any other sport that offers anything like strength and health and development you get

from weights?”“No,” said Ollie. “I don’t.”“Right,” I said. “Cause there aren’t any. Nothing gives

you the physical benefits weight training does.”“I guess that’s right,” said Ollie.“Sure. So,

according to that, weightlifting should be the most popular sport in the world. Lifters oughta get

the recognition boxers and ball players do. It should rank tops in the public eye.”“I suppose so,”

said Ollie.“Right. But it doesn’t. Lifting’s so low in popularity they don’t even mention it in the

sport page half the time. The average guy on the street hasn’t a clue about weight training or

what it can do for him.”“It’s tough all right,” Ollie said.“Tough?” I said. “It’s bloody well tragic. And

do you know why weight training’s so misunderstood and why it’s not more popular than it

is?”“Why?” said Ollie.“I’ll tell you why,” I said. “It’s because of nuts like those two over there

prancing around in their T-shirts with their muscles flexed making complete fools of

themselves.”“Don’t get so mad about it,” Ollie said. “You’ll ruin your evening.”“I am mad about it,”

I said. “I hate to see anybody give lifting a bad name.”“No use getting upset,” Ollie said. “How



about a sandwich?”“We just finished one.”“So let’s have another.”“O.K.,” I said. “Get the

waitress.”Ollie caught her eye. She came over and we ordered sandwiches and coffee. I looked

over at the bodybuilders’ table again. One of them had his bicep flexed and the other one was

feeling it.“Look at those two mutton heads now,” I said. “Everybody in the joint is giggling at

them.”“Take it easy,” Ollie said. “You’re getting all red in the face.”“I don’t doubt it,” I said. “I feel

all red in the face.” I turned back to Ollie, “You know,” I said, “every course in weight training

should have a section in it telling bodybuilders how to act after they develop their bodies.”“Not a

bad idea,” said Ollie.“It’s a good idea,” I said. “I’ve read every course and magazine on weight

training ever published, and I don’t recall one single word about developing a little modesty or

acting like a normal human being in public.”I looked over at the bodybuilders again. “It’s a

matter of public relations. Once a guy builds up on weights he looks different. He’s outstanding

in any crowd. He should conduct himself so’s he brings credit to the game.”“I guess you’re

right,” said Ollie.“Sure. With the knowledge we’ve got today a guy can look like Hercules if he

wants to. It doesn’t take long. But he’s gotta remember he’s on display every time he walks out

the door. Everywhere he goes he’s an advertisement for weight training. If he acts like a

conceited slob it’s bad advertising and we don’t need any more of that.”“So what’s the answer?”

said Ollie.“I think it’s up to the magazine owners,” I said. “They oughta harp on the subject for a

while.”“Like how?” said Ollie.“They should stress a sort of conduct code for bodybuilders,” I

said. “Some kind of reasonable behavior. We gotta start projecting a better image or we’re

dead.”“What would you suggest?” said Ollie.“I dunno for sure,” I said. “But I got a rough idea.” I

looked at the bodybuilders. One of them was bouncing his pecs like he couldn’t stop his

muscles from rippling. “Most important of all they should stress modesty. Nothing irks people

more than conceit.”The waitress brought the sandwiches and coffee. “When a guy develops a

herculean physique he’s gotta be prepared to accept certain responsibilities that go with it. He’s

gotta do a few things he maybe won’t like.”“Like what?” said Ollie.“Well, take clothes,” I said.

“No bodybuilder should walk around in a tight T-shirt unless it’s so hot everybody else is

wearing one. Even then it’d be better if he wore a loose shirt.”I took a bite of my sandwich. “He

should be neatly dressed all the time. There’s no excuse for slopping around in a dirty

sweatshirt with the sleeves torn off just so your arms’ll show.”“Also,” I said. “He should be clean

and presentable. Some of these guys don’t even wash their face from one week to the next.”I

took another bite. “And they shouldn’t be talking about their looks in public. It’s like a bunch of

girls. Nothing sounds worse than two bodybuilders babbling away on a crowded bus about

pecs and lats and defined abdominals.”I washed the sandwich down with a mouthful of coffee.

“Another thing is natural posture. Spreading the lats is bad enough, but some bodybuilders are

so tensed up it looks like they’re trying to lay an egg.”
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shawn villela, “Amazing.. I have been sifting through many old timer strong books and this is a

great period in time (60s, 70s) where it was as raw and the research was almost as advanced

as it needed to be. If you want to get strong and big, follow this books regimen. It's compiled of

magazine articles by the famed historian of body building, John Mccallum. This is the best one

i've read so far--very detailed. Started program on March 1. If you are curious to see results, let

me know.”

B. Tipling, “Wow. This is legendary advice is still game changing even today.. There's so much

in here that's good for anyone looking to get stronger. It's no-nonsense advice worked 50 years

ago and it still works today. The advice given here is enjoyable, on target and motivating. I read

an article before I train, and it just gets me into the right mind and reminds me of something

important to focus on.”

J. Steinmann, “Solid Reading. This is one of those books that always popped up in my

"Amazon recommends for you" feeds, but I never paid a lot of attention to it until I finished Dan

John's excellent Never Let Go. In the bibliography at the end, Dan recommend this book with

the notation "we are all just footnotes to McCallum"That struck me as a pretty bold statement,

so I figured this was probably worth reading. And it turns out it is, up to a point.The Complete

Keys to Progress is a collection of articles by the same name, originally published in a

magazine called Strength and Health in the 1960s. The articles cover a range of topics related

to strength training, from basic bulking programs, to ways to specialize on particular body

parts, to how to train for general health and fitness (and even one article for scuba divers, of all

things). In reading it, I can see exactly what Dan John means. In these articles, you'll find

things like the 20 Rep Squat program (Super Squats), the importance of a high protein, low-

carb, grain-free diet (Atkins/Paleo), and a whole bunch of other "modern" ideas. There is

enough information in here that someone could easily spend years just working on the ideas in

this book, and probably make some very solid progress to boot. I have no doubt that some of

the science is outdated, and certainly, some of the products mentioned probably no longer

exist, but a lot of the basic ideas seem quite sound.The articles do have a heavy bodybuilding

bias, which is understandable, but may not suit everyone.The writing is...interesting. McCallum

doesn't write in a particularly direct way. Instead, he shares his information in the form of

stories and dialogues. Throughout the articles, we are gradually introduced to a recurring cast

of characters, including the lecherous but amazingly health Uncle Harry, the disappointment of

a future son-in-law Marvin, an unnamed suffering gym owner who is plagued by foolish

questions from foolish members, and more.This is the kind of writing that most readers will

probably really like, or really hate. I waffled, personally. Initially, I enjoyed it and found it rather

endearing, but as the book wore on, I found myself getting as impatient with McCallum as

some of the characters in his stories. Sometimes it felt less like he was using the story to really

convey anything useful, and more like he was using it to pad out an article. Maybe he was, for

all I know. In any case, I found myself alternating between irritation and enjoyment by

pages.But if you get past the writing, a lot of the information is good, probably just as good or

better than you'll find in some modern training manuals.If you are a strength and conditioning

geek, this is worth reading if for no other reason than the historical understanding. Agree with

him or not, McCallum clearly had a huge influence on the world that followed him. If you're a



casual weightlifter (in the generic, not Olympic sense), this book could give you some great

information and programs to work with, if you like the writing. There is definitely a strong

bodybuilding bias to the book, so combat athletes or others looking for a sport-specific program

probably won't find it here. It might not be the first thing I'd give to someone looking to start

training, but it might be the second or third. There's a lot of good stuff in here.”

Lost Gaijin, “Just about required reading. Some may be quick to dismiss this book for more

contemporary works, and I think that would be a big mistake. Yes, the information in the book

was taken from a serious of articles that were printed in the mid to late 60’s, but it is such good

information that you can see it being regurgitated today in slightly different reincarnations.

(Plus, it was written before steroids were being used or they were just beginning to be

experimented with.) The 5 rep set, high rep squats (breathing or otherwise), and progressive

pulls are all in this book.Any aspiring bodybuilder or physical culturist type would be well

served to read this book. In fact, it should probably be close to required reading for anyone

interested in weight training and fitness at all. (I absolutely loved the article on running

progression.)There are two reasons I deducted a star. The first reason is that most of the

exercise programs were presented in story form (not a good description). The routines are

presented in a chard or list format. Obviously, you should read the articles, but it would nice to

have the recommended workout neatly displayed at the end of each article. The second

reason (arguably more important) is that a lot of the workouts look like an awful lot of volume

and time. I think one would have to be careful about overtraining and spending 2 hours in the

gym. However, most people should be able to figure how to slightly modify the programs as

necessary.”

Antony C., “Strength and Health magazines from the 60s and early 70s but it is great to have

them all in one collection. I have most of the articles in my collection of old US . Strength and

Health magazines from the 60s and early 70s but it is great to have them all in one collection.

Mcallum was an amusing and informative writer and the advice contained is still largely

relevant today although the volume of training is probably too high for the average gym goer.

His thoughts on hard work and adding cardio to weight training are good advice for any age.

Diet advice is a bit outmoded advising zero carbs but altogether a good read with some real

nuggets of information.”

cento, “A Blast From the Past. This book is simply amazing!Even though it was written almost

60 years ago, the author share such a great weight training knowledge that makes this book, in

a league of its own.Forget everything you have read about "how to bomnb your muscles" on

flex, muscle&fitness and other magazines like those; the author goes straight to the point, in a

easy, plain, simple yet very catchy way.It defintely worth the cost (cheap!) and the wait (just a

day by the way).I strongly suggest this item.”

Sarah B., “Best writing on strength training ever.. I bought this as a gift as I've had my copy for

years and recommend it for anyone who uses a barbell on a regular basis.”

H. S. Hallam, “How to bulk up and be strong. A very inspiring book for the man who would be

strong and build a powerful body without the use of chemicals, This was written by a man who

had done everything he recommended. Like all the best things in life it is simple. No doubts, no

confusion just do what John McCallum says. A great book and thanks to Randall J Strossen for

collecting and printing these great articles.”



Oisin Browne, “Very informative and entertaining.. Excellent book. So much top quality

information about strength training which is more than relevant today. Told in a humorous

storytelling style.”

The book by Aaron Montgomery has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 122 people have provided

feedback.
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